Fizzyjinks. Catherine
Swenson Art
ARTIST / ILLUSTRATOR

I am an artist/illustrator, originally from England, currently living
in the hills of Western Australia. I have a degree in graphic
design specializing in illustration from Bath, England. My work
is painted digitally using Corel Painter and Adobe Photoshop. I
can be contacted here: cswenson@iinet.net.au My work can
be purchased from a variety of websites, on a wide range of
products, from archival prints, canvas prints, framed prints,
metal or wooden prints, to phone cases and skins, tablet
cases, greetings cards, t-shirts, pillows, bags and clocks.

Shops

Red Bubble
Red Bubble is where I started selling my art five years ago.
There I am known as "Fizzyjinks", and have received a huge
amount of support for my art. On Red Bubble I have an
extensive collection of artwork which can be printed on a
variety of products including phone cases, mugs, bags,
pillows, t shirts, greetings cards, scarves, skirts, leggings and
prints. They also have fantastic calendars!

Society6
Society6 has an extensive variety of products available. There
my shop is "Fizzyjinks" and you will find a huge choice of
artwork to be used on all types of prints, plus
phone/laptop/tablet cases, phone skins, t shirts, long sleeved
shirts, bags, pillows, stationery cards and mugs. There is also
a great wall clock available!
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Prints on Wood
Prints on Wood are a large-format printing company that
specialize in creating wood prints for artists. They have
perfected the process of printing custom artwork and photos
directly on wood. Printed on 3/4" (18mm) birch wood. Available
in select sizes and finish types. Ready to hang out of the box. I
have the Catherine Swenson collection in Prints on Wood, and
have five of these artworks selected for their "Fine Art
Collection".

Displate
I have a shop in Displate, which is a manufacturer specializing
in creating exceptional Metal Posters. Steel used in the
manufacture of the metal posters is thick and resistant to
atmospheric conditions that guarantees durability and gives
certainty that the Displates will serve you forever. The unique
mounting system with a magnet is extremely easy to use and
permits any arrangement of the artworks in the interior.
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